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Amazing Earth Day
I love Vermont. The seasons are very different from each other.
Spring is super fun. It's mud season, and you can plant seeds. There

is also lacrosse, if you play lacrosse plus at the end, pools start to open
spring is a fun season.

In summer, you can go swimming in Lake Bomoseen, Whites Pool,
Chittenden Dam, or Quechee Gorge. Also in spring you can play or watch
baseball (go Red Sox) plus you can watch the Prime League or MLS
(soccer).

In fall, you can watch the leaves change color and fall off the tree,
and take a hike at Pine hill Park. You can play football, and watch the NFL.
It's harvesting season and one time I harvested a giant cucumber.

In winter, you can go sledding at Little Lambs Hill, and play hockey or
watch hockey. I'm a goalkeeper so I love hockey and ice fishing is very fun
as long as the ice does not crack below you.

Vermont is a great place to live because it is not a Metropolis so the
traffic is not bad. The air in Vermont is cleaner than most states, and
Vermont is one of the safest states. These are my reasons why I like
Vermont.

I love Earth day because people help out our planet by picking up
trash and appreciating the world. The reason is because we live on earth so
we should respect it instead of leaving it as a pigsty. If we did not need a
landfill, it could  be replaced with a city, town, or village.

My second reason is the landscape on the earth is as pretty as a
picture so we should keep it that way,  look at the Green Mountains. These
landscapes are not in Vermont; they are as interesting as the Grand Canyon
or the Salt Plain in Bolivia.

Lastly, but not least, animals are getting pushed deeper into the
woods. It is harder for animals to live because imagine you're a bird and



someone cut down your house (tree) and your neighbor's house. Where are
you going to live or hide from predators therefore we should not waste
lumber because there are people without houses. You could use the lumber
to build houses. However some people cut down trees for a little bit of sap
so they should stop because it hurts the environment and animals living
there.

These are my reason of why I love Vermont´s season, air, and earth
day
























